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Why Women Love the Narcissist: Women in divorce recovery fight
their way back to confidence and happiness with a new self-help
program.
Carlsbad, CA, 02/06/2010
Narcissism. “It is a hated word that ironically means to love one’s self. Sadly, many
women come to develop an intimate understanding of narcissistic men through their
own suffering, sometimes because of divorce, or if lucky before marriage occurs.” Dr.
Camu says of his psychology practice, “the number of women experiencing the
aftermath of the narcissist has doubled by my estimate.”
Why women love immature men
He is commonly attractive. Perhaps refined and elegant, or sporty and ruggedly
appealing. If not physically striking he has his own charm and charisma. It may be his
intellect, sophistication, or even self-assuredness. He seemed so confident in whatever
it was he was doing. And you believed it. He was successful; or at least it seemed that
way. He was successful in business or as a father with his children, or he would be
successful as he forecast his plans for achievement and shared these dreams with a
believable passion. You probably felt loved and maybe for the first time in your life, truly
safe. He does not fit one description because by definition he is a cunning manipulator;
consequently, he was exactly what YOU needed at that time in your life.
Whatever the appeal, the narcissist casts his spell over his target for one purpose
only—to meet his needs. More precisely, his need is to use his partner as an object to
manage his own deeply profound immaturity. His immaturity is developmental. He is a
damaged partner with dents and horrible private fears of inadequacy and
worthlessness. And you will be the recipient of his true ugliness.

Women Most Vulnerable to the Narcissist:
Romantic and loving
Optimistic and see the best in others
Intelligent
Wanting to feel safe and protected by a confident man
Trusting
Giving and caring

How To Avoid the Narcissist:
Listen to his behavior, not his words
Watch for how he displays feelings (all positive is not good)
If he HAS IT ALL, he doesn’t
Address your own insecurities in therapy
Work on developing your own Real confidence
Don’t ignore B-flags (behavioral warning signs that make you uncomfortable)
Yes, be judgmental and critical, even if you see yourself as a good person
So commonly, infidelity spells the demise of the marriage or romantic relationship.
Many women are left stunned, only to discover the truth of the man they married. Not
surprisingly it is the woman in the relationship who must re-develop trust in herself,
having lost self-confidence, starting to believe the criticisms of her partner. In the end
and in a divorce, it is the woman that feels the full fury of the narcissist’s insecurity. To
protect himself from the painful rejection of his wife/partner and her unwillingness to be
his prisoner any longer, he will rage on her. He may have a new sex partner (object)
who is scarcely out of her teens. He may withhold finances, fight over the children even
when he has little interest in being a father, or he may become more emotionally and
physically abusive than the woman has ever seen.
Dr. Camu who is known for divorce recovery, therapy, and his diagnostic expertise with
reality television shows suggested, “the narcissist presents with everything you want
and need, but he will ultimately try to control, demean and belittle you so he can feel
powerful.”

for Emotional Health, is a private practice specializing in anxiety
designed to help people gain a sense of control and mastery over their lives. Dr. Camu
at www.FuelforEmotionalHealth.com has launched a new Self-Help Program for
divorced women, and people just out of a serious relationship. The program (purchased
with or without doctor feedback) is designed to help people recover from relationship
failure or divorce, feel better, regain a sense of personal confidence and happiness, and
learn to avoid the same mistakes.
For more information regarding this program and Fuel For Emotional Health services,
go to www.FuelForEmotionalHealth.com
You may contact Dr. Camu for further correspondence or interviews by telephone at,
1.760.828.3835(FUEL), or Dr.Camu@FuelForEmotionalHealth.com.
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